ICTS REGION I REPORT

JC Ghnassia

ETTC 2007 Toulouse

An IFT Sponsored Group
ACTIVITIES SINCE LAST ITC CENTERED ON WRC PREPARATION

• Support to National Delegations during February 8B meeting in Geneva

• Preparation of ICTS booth during WRC:
  – Space definition
  – Booth design preparation
  – Preparation (all regions) to booth host planning
WRC BOOTH PROJECT

An IFT Sponsored Group
OUTREACH PARTICIPATION

• Visit to South Africa:
  – Meetings with telemetry practitioners
  – Meetings with Frequency management authorities

• Visit to Ukraine
  – Meetings with frequency management authorities

• Hope to obtain support to 1.5 item from these important aeronautical countries

An IFT Sponsored Group
ICTS Newsletter activities

• Major SEE support for Newsletter edition and diffusion. Thank you Valerie and Jean
• NL # 32 and #33 issued